
1. Please share names and contact numbers of lawyers in all major cities, who could work for 

us on no payment or token payment basis to take up cases and provide legal support. 

Numbers may be shared with Khalid Ansari 093501 71230 or Group Coordianator- LSG, 

Advocate Changhez Khan +91 98108 61150 

 

    2. Share contact details of media persons in all cities especially the State Capitals who 

could help us with media monitoring and coordination. Details could be shared with Dr Irfan, 

IMPAR +91 95608 45567 or the GC, Ibrahim Ahmed 98101 22090 

 

    3. Share number and details of IT and Social Media professionals, who could help in social 

media monitoring and needed actions and also the numbers of college students and 

housewives, who could give little time daily. Details could be shared with Dr Irfan, IMPAR 

+91 95608 45567 or with GC Dr Hilal Ahmed or Ms Alisha Khan +98 2051 8889. This is 

critical area and lots of work needs to be done. Hiring a digital agency to contents creation 

and a media management agency to building a team, lots of work needed. 

 

    4. We are currently only four persons working full time basis. Need 8-10 persons to be 

making little difference. Need references to candidates with graduation or PG in any subject 

with 0-5 years experience @ Rs 15-30,000. CVs can be forwarded to Dr 

Arshi  arshijavid@gmail.com  

 

    5. Financial support is needed for impar to function and deliver. 3 members on their own 

have contributed some amounts. Thanks to them. All of us need to contribute whatever 

amounts we can. I will request all members to support themselves and also request all those 

who could support. Khalid Ansari, ED, IMPAR khalid.ansari@impar.in  could be contacted.  

 

    While Youth for Change Group and Women Empowerment Groups are working well, 

more members could be suggested to join, eap Youth Group. Post lockdown we will be 

needing active workings of Policy Advocacy and Political Engagement Groups. Will request 

eminent members of the group to indicate names to be part of those groups. Social Service 

Group, Madarsa Outreach Group etc can wait for some time. First things first.  

 

    We are pleased to share that all IMPAR social media accounts are doing well.  We have 

also created IMPAR Facebook Group and aim to make it a strong group. Please join and 

promote “Indian Muslims for Progress and Reforms” Facebook Group among all your 

Facebook friends so that the community members from all over the country could join and 

contribute. Whatsapp Groups have limitations of 256 max, while FB groups have no limits. 

https://forms.gle/T2b1W3B2jyTAvBgM8 . Also please join all impar social media handles 

and actively promote.  

    Thanking you for all your cooperation. Please support in actions more than participation in 

discussions. 

 

Dr. MJ Khan 
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